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University professors
lend a hand to PBS

•

> BY MORWARI ZAFAR

Jeff Johnson photo

JUSTICE IN ENVIRONMENT — Activist Winona LaDuke, Ralph Nader's running mate on the
Green Party ticket in 1996 and 2000, kicked off the UPS Earth Week festivities with her lecture,
"Environmental Justice from a Native Perspective," focusing on justice and the environmental
disparities in the world and the U.S. See page three for more on Earth Week activities.

In a collaborative effort with producers at Public Broadcast Service, four faculty members of Puget Sound participated in a task force designed to establish an educational Internet resource for
the six-hour Commanding Heights series
that aired last week.
The site credits Michael Veseth, professor of economics and director of the
International Political Economy program
at UPS; Sunil Kukreja, associate professor of comparative sociology; Jeffrey
Matthews, assistant professor of business; and
Patrick
O'Neil, ascommAND:NG
sociate proHEIGHTS
fessor of
politics and
government.
The series, which
is based on
Pulitzer
Prize winner Daniel
Yergin's
book, examines the global economy in
the face of political and economic conflicts and reflects various aspects of international political economy, business
and economics courses taught at UPS.
"It was instructive to see how a number of the core issues in IPE are being
`packaged' and presented to the wider
public through the media and PBS/public television. It also served as a window
into understanding the way IPE is being
made relevant to public," Kukreja said.
In October, Howard Cutler, executive
producer of the educational Web site
project at WGBH television, contacted

'02-'03 Diversity Theme Year chosen
On April 19, after a month of brain-

C. storming, faculty, staff and students of
the University of Puget Sound came to a
consensus on the University's twelfth Diversity Theme Year: "Promissory Notes?
Legacies of Oppression, Privilege and
Hope."
The emphasis of the theme is exploring and celebrating African American
experiences. The reference to the "promissory note" comes from the "I Have a
Dream" speech that Martin Luther King
Jr. gave at the 1963 March on Washington.
"In a sense we have come to our
nation's capital. to cash a check. When
the architects of our republic wrote the
magnificent words of the Constitution
and the Declaration of Independence,
they were signing a promissory note to
which every American was to fall heir.

Crew sinks rival PLU,
retains cup
— page 14

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND, 1095 WHEELOCK STUDENT CENTER TACOMA, WA 98416-1095

A Native Perspective

> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT

A FULL SAIL:

TO TREND OR NOT TO TREND: ilP•
Does following trends defeat
individualism or mask deeper issues?
— page 7

This note was a promise that all men
would be guaranteed the inalienable
rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. It is obvious today that
America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color
are concerned," King said in his speech.
The use of King's speech in the title
gives the theme year a strong link to an
African American leader, as well as an
advocate for civil rights for everyone.
"We have a focus on African American experiences," Associate Director of
Student Services Monica Nixon said.
"But we also hope that the theme is broad
enough (that) lots of people can find a
voice in the theme and to have others
think of their own history and legacy,
whether it be as a sexual minority or religious minority."
The theme year is intended to bring
challenging discussions to the UPS campus with the idea that "there is hope to

come to a greater understanding and to
come to the promissory notes," Nixon
said.
The members of the group that helped
decide the new Diversity Theme Year
wanted to continue the focus on African
American experiences and migration that
were examined in this year's theme of
"Exploring the Cultures of the Americas:
Tradition, Migration and Celebration,"
according to Nixon.
The new theme also ties in with the
Black Student Union's (BSU) theme of
"Hope" for the 2002 Black History
Month.
"I just think it was a great idea that
they came up with. The title of the theme
says a lot, even though it focuses on African American experiences people can
gain from it through making connections
with their own experiences," BSU President Eboni Treco, a freshman, said.
Please see PROGRAMS, page 3

Veseth after visiting UPS with his daughter and discovering that the IPE program
was ideal for helping with the Commanding Heights project. From October until
the broadcast of the series, the UPS faculty worked off and on with the WGBH
Web producers.
The goal of the task force was to produce an interactive learning resource that
encouraged thinking instead of simply
allowing information downloads.
"They wanted to create materials that
students and faculty could use in many
different ways, not just answering
preloaded questions, for example, but
materials that would encourage people
to ask new questions, try out new hypotheses and support them with a world
of evidence," Veseth said.
The site is expected to run for several years. It also contains text material from the Puget Sound IPE textbook, "Introduction to International
Political Economy," by Veseth and
David Balaam, professor of politics and
government. In addition, the site integrates elements of Veseth's "Selling
Globalization: The Myth of the Global
Economy."
Students from Matthews' Issues in
International Business class found the
Web site to be particularly helpful since
the class incorpates Yergin's book. They
were also required to watch the series and
report on it.
"The site offers an opportunity to
watch it apart from watching it on television. It also offered supplemental material to help with understanding of the
book," junior Robin Phillips said.
Although the Commanding Heights
telecast has passed, the public can still
view the series through its Web site at
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/
commandingheights/.

Residents disturbed by
numerous false alarms
> BY KATIE ROSE
Residents in Anderson/Langdon, Seward and Smith
had a rude awakening April 13 when someone maliciously set off the residence halls' fire alarms.
Fire alarms have been falsely activated several times
in the last few months.
"Somebody's just pulling them and running off,"
Director of Security Services Todd Badham said. "It's
an easy thing to do and can be done quickly."
Security Services detained a nonresident in connection with the crime but has been unable to gather enough
evidence for a case. The person denies pulling the alarm.
Dean of Students Kris Bartanen is currently working to
eliminate the person as a suspect.
Security is not actively searching for the perpetrator
but will continue its investigation if any further information is discovered.
"Hopefully someone will brag about it, and the right
person will hear," Badham said.
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Creator of the pill offers unique perspective
as well as being an author, poet and
playwright. Additionally, he is a respected scientist with a well-recognized name."
Well-recognized might be an understatement, considering Djerassi's
notoriety in many circles. According
to Young, the scientist was named
one of the 30 most
influential people
of the millennium
by the European
Associated Press.
In addition,
Djerassi is a recipient of both the
National Medal of
Science and the National Medal of
Technology.
This year, Phi Sigma's speaker
choice was a popular one on campus.
Djerassi strays from the usual image
of science, coining terms like "Vatican
roulette" and arguing that "you cannot have sex 'just for fun' unless there
is some element of risk."
While Djerassi's specialties are numerous and all-encompassing, his lecture, entitled "Sex and Fertilization:
Ready for Divorce," tackled many scientific taboos including societal values and the role of the Catholic Church
in modem sex culture.
UPS students were both excited and
amazed to have Djerassi lecture on
campus — a man who has been hailed
by Stanford Magazine as one of the
forces behind the sexual revolution of

> BY BROOK IRVING
The line between science and art
blurred when renowned scientist Carl
Djerassi visited campus April 25 to kick
off the Phi Sigma Undergraduate Research Symposium in Science and Mathematics, continuing through April 27.
Djerassi, a Stanford scientist, is best
known for his creation of "the pill"
over 50 years ago. He has devoted
much of his career to exploring the often-unseen artistic side of science.
In addition to creating the birth control pill, one of the most controversial
of scientific endeavors in the last century, Djerassi has authored five novels and been the creative force behind
the plays "Oxygen" and "An Immaculate Misconception."
The famous Stanford scientist's
popularity will help boost interest in
the symposium and encourage students outside of the science field to
attend the lecture, according to senior
Melissa Krick.
"We wanted someone that would
be of interest to the entire campus,"
Krick said. "We were just trying to
keep bringing really good speakers."
Phi Sigma president Doug Young
began to consider Djerassi as a potential speaker after meeting him at a conference last year.
"His research was very interdisciplinary," Young said, listing the reasons Djerassi was a good choice for
the symposium, "and he seemed to be
involved in a variety of scientific fields

the 1960s.
"I think this talk will be very
thought-provoking, as the birth control pill has many scientific and ethical consequences," Young said in an
interview before the lecture.
In addition to the historical reactions to the pill, Young believes many
current and future issues surround the
controversy and provide another reason UPS students should be interested
in Djerassi's lecture.
"With the exponential population
growth, the pill will become much
more prevalent in the global society
within the next few years," he said.
While the scientific implications of
the pill provided a jump-start to the
symposium, Djerassi was only the
first of many speakers scheduled to
take the stage this weekend in Phi
Sigma's yearly event.
"It provides the opportunity for
students to present in front of other
students," Krick said.
Young sees the symposium as an
important time to introduce the entire
campus community to the world of
science at UPS.
"The symposium is meant to serve
as a place to unify the sciences and
increase the awareness around campus and the community of the sciences
and some of the interesting research
occurring in Thompson Hall," Young
said.

Schedule of events
Phi Sigma Undergraduate Research
Symposium in Science and
Mathematics, April 25-27
Friday, April 26
6:00 Marika Henderson (Chemistry)
6:15 Max Gomez (Exercise Science)
6:30 Joshua Reed (Chemistry)
6:45 Leeann Mirous (Biology)
7:15 Robert Tyler (Chemistry)
7:30 Jessica Yearwood (Biology)
7:45 Shannon Koszarek (Exercise Science)
8:00 Mark Allen (Chemistry)
Saturday, April 27
9:30 Corinne Miller (Biology)
9:45 Melissa Quinney (Chemistry)
10:00 Sara Jarvis (Exercise Science)
10:30 Michelle Baillie (Biology)
10:45 Erica Esselstrom (Biology)
11:00 Sara Griffith (Exercise Science)
11:15 Lindsay Koepke (Biology)
1:00 Karen Ecklebe (Chemistry)
1:15 Trina Blair (Biology)
1:30 Melissa Krick (Biology)
1:45 Lisa Stemadel (Biology)
2:15 Lindsay Stailey and Megan Fedigan
(Exercise Science)
2:45 Doug Young (Chemistry)

See-saw marathon

0 News Editor Brook Irving is a
junior majoring in communication.

Students commemorate Holocaust
> BY KATIE ROSE
Three events were held two weeks ago to commemorate the Jewish holiday of Yom Ha' Sohah, a day set aside
in commemoration of the Holocaust. Juniors Trina Olson,
Jenny Klassen and Maegan Parker and senior Ken Hartford expanded Yom Ha' Sohah to cover two additional days.
They helped organize a lecture by Klaus Stem who survived the concentration camps, a showing of "Europa!
Europa!" and a presentation of their trip to Poland, where
they visited camps and cemeteries and met with survivors.
"We think it's really important to learn about this," Olson
said. "We're losing our history pretty fast."
The four were accepted in the Jewish group, March of
the Living. This was the first year that the group accepted
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non-Jews. Once accepted, the students were picked to travel
with the March of Remembrance and Hope to Poland.
"Historically, it (the Holocaust) happened yesterday,"
Olson said. "It happened to grandfathers and fathers. It's
so easy to make it a mythical thing. It was done by real
people to real people."
Olson pointed out the importance of younger generations' learning the lessons of the past, but she stressed that
problems still exist today.
"There were students from Rwanda whose entire family was dead," she said. "Students from South Africa who
could not think of the Holocaust without thinking of Apartheid."
0 News Writer Katie Rose is a freshman majoring in politics
and government.
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PLAYING FOR A GOOD CAUSE — Members of Beta
Theta Pi get into the swing of things during their yearly
fundraiser for the American Cancer Society April 20. The
fraternity raised over $300 in donations after teeter-tottering
for 48 consecutive hours during Spring Family Weekend.
Members of Beta took turns riding the see-saw for two
hours during the philanthropy marathon.
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PIZZA TIME'S

UPS

Tuesday 30

PiZZA SPECIAL
rune.

7:30 p.m., "Victor/Victoria," Tickets at WSC
Information Center, Norton Clapp Theatre
7:30 p.m., Senior Percussion Recital 1: R.ichard Frn, Concert Hall
7:30 p.m. Repertor Dance Group, Fieldhouse

One large two topping pizza..

27

Saturday

1g p.m. - 14p.m., All
Nations eratherinc\ and
Powwow, Todd Fl"gd
2 p.m./7:30 p.m.,
VictorNictoria"
7:30 p.m. R.DC/

Su nda
Wednesday
12 p.m., Softball v.

1
1

12 p.m., Mechanical &A, Marshall Hall

Willamette

SUPER SIDEI

•

Cheese Sticks - $1.99 10 Wings 54.99 Liter Soda 41.70

4

29 Monday
7:30 p.m., Opera Work-shop, Concert Hall

f

Fast and free delivery
Thursday

2

Llp.m., Thompson Hall Science and Math Seminar: Dr. Dick. Tullis, Cal State Hayard, Thompson Hall 124

759-5711
SEND PRESS RELEASES REGARDING UPCOMING
EVENTS TO TRAIL@UPS.EDU
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Larson drums for peace
> BY SHAYNA RASMUSSEN
When the Onion published its article,
"A Shattered Nation Longs to Care About
Stupid Bullsh** Again," on Oct. 3 of last
year, many UPS students probably didn't
include themselves on the list of Americans suffering from pop-culture withdrawal. Considering the then-frequent
war information forums and peace protests, this was probably a fair conclusion.
4111 But that was on Oct. 3 — four days
before the official War on Terrorism began. Sadly, participation in anti-war efforts and informative discussions around
campus has since dwindled.
Freshman Steve Larson seems to be
an exception to this widespread forgetfulness.
Recognizing the college campus as a
fertile breeding ground for grassroot sociological movements, Larson decided in
February to individually protest both the
War on Terrorism and the tendency of
students to disregard happenings outside
of the "UPS bubble."
"If you have the opportunity, seize it.
If you believe strongly in something,
don't let it pass. Everyone has the power
to make a difference," Larson said.
Because of his love of drumming,
Larson decided that his bongos gave him
the conspicuousness that he needed.
After the positive reception of his first
drum session, Larson decided to continue
his monthly ruckus, drumming one hour
for each month that the war continues.
"I know that the war will probably go
on indefinitely, but I am ready for a 48hour drum session," Larson said. "I
won't stop until I am heard."

Earth Day at UPS

44
If you have the opportunity seize it. If
you believe strongly
in something, don't
let it pass.
—Steve Larson,
freshman

11
Luckily, Larson hasn't had much
trouble establishing a peace posse: for
the last drumming session he was accompanied by senior Tom Valentine, freshman Reed Riggs, Bryan Bisordi, senior
Brandon Perkins and sophomore Dave
Scheinfeld.
Recognizing the pen as a powerful
tool, Larson sent out his first personal
war-commentary last week by mass email, putting some five hours into his
research and writing. Larson plans to
continue the e-mails regularly along with
his drumming with the objective of denouncing the War on Terrorism by updating students about war atrocities, promoting peace and creating a voice.
Students interested in helping
Larson's cause, whether it be drumming
or other ideas, and those who would like
to be on his mailing list can contact him
at slarson@ups.edu .
0 News Writer Shayna Rasmussen is a
sophomore majoring in FLIA.

PROGRAMS: involving community
Continued from page 1
In the coming year the committee
hopes to get more students and community members to attend the programs and
events held throughout the year and get
them more interested in the theme and
the ideas it brings to light.
"There is a sense that the theme year
is only for the focus group that it is about.
We want there to be a campus-wide conversation around the theme, and (we
want) to get people from all parts of the
community involved," Nixon said.
The committee also plans to continue
to work with faculty members to connect
what professors are doing in class with
events and to allow professors to voice
who or what they believe would be beneficial as a supplement to their lectures.

JAPANESE

The theme year committee is just beginning the brainstorming and planning
for events that will be held in the fall.
The themes that the theme year plans
to explore include migrations and forced
migrations, how our history connects
with our present and future, legacies of
the Civil Rights Movement, local civil
rights history, educational access, inequities in the criminal justice system, visibility/invisibility, reparations, class,
double consciousness and privilege and
oppression.
The positions of student coordinator
of the theme year and theme year committee members are still open.
For more information contact Monica
Nixon at mnixon@ups.edu .
0 Assistant News Editor Josephine
Eckert is a freshman without major

www.stevenklein.com

EGG DONOR
NEEDED
P

C

If you are a 21-31 yr. old
Japanese or part Japanese
woman with a desire to
help others, please consider donating your eggs to
an infertile couple who
long to be parents. Must
be able to travel to Seattle
for several appts. Appts.
can take place now or this
summer. Must be in excellent health & have a
healthy family history,
$3000 compensation. Confidential.
206-285-4855

Not Ready for the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students later, I
don't think anyone knows more about this
test, or how to teach it, than I do. That's
why I still teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help sessions
and five mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question — let
me prove it. Call now for a free seminar:
524-4915

The Steven Klein Company
http://asups.ups.edu/trail

CELEBRATING THE ENVIRONMENT — The Rotunda
was filled with music and stands for Earth Advocates'
annual Earth Day Celebration April 22. Students enjoyed
free food in addition to a number of stands advertising
various environmental causes. In addition, the University
Jazz Quartet and local band Freshmint entertained the
crowd along with Northwest performer Katya Chanover
to commemorate the special event.
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ASUPS Student of the Week

When I arrived on campus in August 2000, I was assigned to Semi as a work-study. He had me attend
the Programs meetings, help out with their events when needed and sometimes film the events. Because
of that job, I knew about the Programs positions and decided to apply for the Spring Family Weekend
when hiring was done last year. Right after I applied, Brett (the chair for SFW 2001) resigned. Since I was
in the middle of being hired for 2002, Trina asked if I would fill in for that last few
weeks. I said yes and Senate approved. So then, this year I was chair for the entire
year. I have enjoyed doing it and have applied to be chair again next year.
Since I was DJ at my high school station and really loved doing that, I hunted
down the KUPS people as soon as I got here and have been a DJ there Fall 2000,
Fall 2001 and Spring 2002. I plan to continue there next year.
For my work-study job, I go into the ASUPS office a lot, so in March 2001 I
noticed the committee lists. I decided Media Board and Off-Campus Committee
sounded interesting, so I put my name on the list. I started out as secretary for
Media Board and became chair when Jason resigned at the end of Fall 2001 to
become editor of The Trail. As for Off-Campus Committee, we haven't done too much. When Sherrard
was senator, we did a garage sale in the Thompson parking lot and I was there in the pouring rain helping
collect money from the very few people who showed up in the downpour. Last semester,-,Nicola was just
getting us started on making plans when she resigned. So now I'm just hoping
po litter this
semester.
The other ASUPS thing I started this semester is being on CrossCurrents. This
missions Committee. I've signed up for next year as well.
-

—Nicole Rog
sophornote
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It's all out of love for his students . .
> BY AMANDA BEVERS
"U R Loved" is written boldly amid the
many friendly messages scribbled on Dr. Thomas A. Schillar's whiteboard outside his office in McIntyre. This is not at all uncommon
for the man thousands of students affectionately call "Uncle Tom."
What is uncommon, however, is not to hear
music upon entering Schillar's office. As someone who enjoys all kinds of music, Schillar
almost always has music playing in his office,
which he says is quite conducive to his work.
"Music has helped me stay somewhat
sane," Schillar said.
Besides the stereo and the whiteboard full
of students' appreciative comments, Schillar's
office houses dozens of the antiquarian books
he collects, several posters and an autographed
picture of Martha Stewart. These decorative
touches provide but a small glimpse into the
life of an extraordinary man.
Schillar began teaching business classes at
UPS 23 years ago after completing his doctorate at Colorado State. Three years ago he
became the director of the Business Leadership Program, and he continues to run the program with enthusiasm.
Schillar has been known to be on campus
for over 12 hours each day, devoting time to
classes and appointments with students, among
other things. Even with this much time at the
"office," it can be difficult to schedule a meeting with him, although he makes great efforts
to accommodate all his students.
Perhaps most well known for his immense
commitment to his students, Schillar makes it
a point to help his students in any way he can.
When BLP sophomore Eugene Tanaka
awoke from appendix surgery, Schillar was
there to make sure he was okay.
"Basically he's not just your professor, he's
your friend," Tanaka said.
BLP sophomore Tessa Studebaker can relate. When she was looking into off-campus
housing for next year, Dr. Schillar checked out
one of the houses with her to make sure it was
in good condition.
"Dr. Schillar always takes extra measures
to show he cares," Studebaker said.
While he is committed to the students
within the BLP, Schillar has aided and made
himself available to many other students outside the program.
"My soul is invested in all students, whether
they are (in) business or not," Schillar said.
"He cares about your academic and personal life," senior and BLP President Elliot

Professor
Spotlight
Pemberton said.
Schillar enjoys getting to know his students, and he finds it rewarding. One of his
fondest memories is driving back from a seminar in Seattle in his truck, known as the "Red
Rocket," with some students, several of whom
were Adelphians, singing along to the entire
album of Eric Clapton Unplugged.
Many other students benefit from
Schillar's love of
skiing and
snowshoeing, as he
coordinates weekend trips with students. Schillar also
arranges speakers
for his business
classes and seminars with alumni
and local business
owners.
"He's one of those teachers that has teaching in his blood," Pemberton said. "He just
does it for the love of teaching."
Schillar emphasizes the practicality of reallife experience in his teaching, and he arranges
his classes around this concept. Besides exposure to a wide variety of speakers, each class
benefits from Schillar's inspirational talks at
the beginning of each class period, followed
by group interaction.
Pemberton recalls a class during which
Schillar spoke about the significance of love
in business, and how a personal and professional balance is necessary for happiness.
"He said, 'The greatest thing in the world
is love,"' Pemberton said.
An active, integrative approach in teaching works best for Schillar, and group projects
utilize this technique. He emphasizes commentary rather than lecturing for the entire
class period.
"I never say lecture — I say commentary,"
Schillar said.
Schillar's tactics have proved effective for
many students. Tanaka found that Schillar's
placement of his class at 8 a.m. was strategic
in that it forced him to get up earlier and make

sure he was not late to
class. Tanaka saw this
as good preparation
for the future.
"I only missed one
class, and that's a
good thing," Tanaka
said. "It trained me
pretty well."
"He's very business- s a v v y ,"
Pemberton said in
support of Schillar's
teaching tactics.
When he's not
teaching, Schillar
keeps himself busy
with a wide variety of
activities. He enjoys reading biographies of
historical figures and books about the World
War II air war in Europe. Schillar centered one
of his visits to France on studying the aviation
tactics of World War II. He was even in France
at the foot of the Eiffel Tower for the Millennium New Year.
An avid sports fan, Schillar enjoys watching all of UPS's women's sports and attends
every women's volleyball game in order to
support a number of his students who are on
the team. He also attends Mariners Spring
Training every year.
Schillar enjoys gardening and is a "real,"
long-term organic gardener as well as a beekeeper. He also likes to fix up old houses and
acts as a "ring man" at farm auctions during
the summer.
Schillar lives in northern Idaho during the
summer and enjoys hiking and exploring there.
He is quite fond of traveling side roads to see
where they go.
"I like to go off the beaten path," Schillar
said. "And I try to keep in shape by hiking
because I sit around here too much."
Schillar's devotion to his students continues even during the summer: he often invites
graduates to visit him and his wife in Idaho.
He enjoys being his students' mentor and confidant well beyond their years at UPS.
"I have a lot of past graduates I still have
contact with," Schillar said.
Schillar is concerned about all his students,
and he strives to assist his students in any way
he can. He uses his contacts for the benefit of
the students, working with alumni and local
businesspersons for funds, job opportunities
and lectures.
He's so compassionate," Pemberton said.
"He's a great humanitarian for the University."
.

Photos courtesy Aires Astro

SPREADING THE LOVE — Business

Professor Thomas Schiller knows how to let
lose and have fun with his students in
addition to being a motivation in the
classroom.
While his students rave about him, Schillar
maintains a humble, modest attitude and does
not enjoy talking about himself.
"I could write ten long articles about my
students," Schillar said. "I don't have any
problem with that."
0 News Writer Amanda Bevers is a freshman
majoring in sociology.

To end the Diversity Theme Year of "Exploring the Cultures of the Americas: Tradition, Migration and Celebration" with a bang, the University of
Puget Sound is hosting the first All Nations Gathering and Powwow on
campus April 27 from noon to 4 p.m. on Todd Field.
The powwow follows the 2001-02 theme's focus on Latino and Native
American cultures and history, as well as issues related to immigration and
migration.
"I think we wanted a large event to close off the theme year," Assistant
Director of Student Services Monica Nixon said.
"We wanted to cap it off big like we started it with Sherman Alexie,"
sophomore Jessica Humann, student coordinator of the theme year, said. "I
am most excited about being a part of something that is bringing something
new to campus in regards to cultural experiences. I think the powwow will
also be a great way to bring people together in celebration."
The event is free and will showcase a variety of dances and music from
local Washington tribes. The dancers will include Los Bailadores, a troupe
from Michuacan, Mexico, who will perform "Las Danzas de Los Tumbis."
Other dances that will be showcased include intertribal dances, an owl
dance, jingle dances, senior dances and children's dances. There will be
several dances in which audience members will be given an opportunity to
participate.
Wayne Thunder Child will be the master of ceremonies and 206 Powwow Singers will be the host drummers.
The gathering will also feature more than 15 vendors selling jewelry,
baskets, clothing, food, buffalo jerky, leather hides, art and more.
The state of Washington has one of the largest numbers of federally

recognized tribes at 26, and the committee
organizers "tried to make sure there is a
good representation of the different tribes
that are in the area," Nixon said.
All the venders and dancers are donating their time to support this educational
and cultural program.
After advertising on campus and in the
Tacoma community, the committee hopes
to bring several hundred spectators together
for the four-hour event, since there will be
over a hundred participants.
"We're hoping for a nice clear day so that people come by to see what's
going on and get involved first hand," Humann said.
If it does rain, the festivities will be moved to Warner Gym.
The Diversity Theme Year Committee is organizing the event and Marvin
Hannah, who works at the Chief Leschi School in Puyallup, is the powwow
area director.
ASUPS Cultural Events and Diversity Theme Year programs that led up
to the powwow included Salish artist Pete Peterson, who displayed his artwork and conducted a hands-on demonstration of box bending, the Winona
LaDuke lecture of "Environmental Justice from a Native Perspective" and
a conversation hour conducted by two native Mayan speakers.
The Diversity Theme year has featured a host of other speakers and
events on campus over the year including talks by Sherman Alexie, Oscar
Arias and the Migrant Monologues.
0 Assistant News Editor Josephine Eckert is a freshman with an undecided
major

So mething o n you r m in d ?

Powwow serves as final Diversity Year event
> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
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Small schools must work to
overcome size limitations
Attending a small school like UPS has a
number of advantages. As students, we have
the opportunity to learn better in small classes,
interact with our professors one-on-one and
become acquainted with a large number of our
classmates due to the relatively small size of
our student body.
Despite these advantages, however, there
are a number of drawbacks that could be addressed and improved, while understanding
the limitations small schools must cope with.
Many large institutions provide libraries or
student union buildings that are open 24 hours
a day. With such hours, students who have irregular study habits or need to pull an allnighter can do so at a place other than their
own home, where they have access to research
materials or spaces to collaborate with other
students. The closest thing UPS has is the
McIntyre computer lab, but students wanting
to get in after 3 a.m. need to call Security to
be admitted.
While staffing a 24-hour area would be difficult, and given the recent burglary of video
projectors from Wyatt the security concerns
are great, it would be nice to see some progress
made to address this limitation.
Another problem small schools face is attracting big-name entertainers and lecturers.
Because UPS doesn't have millions of dollars
to offer potential visitors, the people who come
to campus to talk or perform, though they are
talented and important in their own right, are
not as prestigious or well-known as larger institutions could afford to,bring.
Smaller schools also face the problem of
stocking a wide selection of books in the library and subscribing to academic journals.
In order to compensate for this problem, however, UPS, along with other small schools in
the Northwest, have created the Orbis interlibrary loan system and multiple full-text databases for articles found in journals to which
UPS does not subscribe. This is an excellent
example of how to overcome limitations.
While UPS is a great school and most students value and choose UPS because of the

tremendous advantageous we receive at small
institution, there still remains some points
where we are missing out, and the school
should try to do more to accommodate for
those situations. This would make UPS an
even better school.
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Student input needed in fall
Elections Committee work

Welcome to the last two weeks of
classes! Fall elections seem far away, but to
have elections that involve choices between
candidates, are conducted fairly and have high
voter turnout, ASUPS must begin work now.
For as long as I've been a student, I've
heard the complaint that ASUPS doesn't do
anything, and many do not feel elections are
important or will result in change. ASUPS
President Ben Shelton and I are working hard
to change that image, and to strengthen
ASUPS' commitment to the students.
To continue that drive, we need active,
motivated and dedicated students to get involved now in setting up the elections process
for next year. In a couple of weeks, the Elections Committee will be meeting to set the
Elections Guidelines and to discuss publicity
tactics for boosting participation in the Fall
Senate elections. To do so, however, ASUPS
needs students to sign up for the committee!
If you are not planning on running for a
student office next fall, but would like to get
involved in student government, Elections
Committee is a great way to get started. The
time commitment is minimal when elections
are not going on, and although it gets busy
during the Elections season, past committee
members have had a lot of fun. The Elections
Committee sets the guidelines, interprets election rules, hears complaints, publicizes the
election, arranges candidate meetings and
speaking times and counts the ballots. If any
of these things sound interesting, please contact me at asupsvp@ups.edu or at x3274.
If we all work hard at promoting quality
elections, your student government fee will
have a lot more impact in the future.
Chris Abbott
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thumbs down

President Susan Resneck Pierce doing the Tahitian dance
at the Hui 0' Hawaii Luau.

The Trail not receiving our full budget request.

The servery being closed Saturday, April 20, forcing people
to eat at the Luau or not eat at all.

ASUPS Vice President

Winona LaDuke's lecture about environmental justice.
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Senior Theatre Festival for producing four amazing plays,
showcasing UPS theater talent.

UPS's IPE program for being featured on a PBS special.

April homework crunch.

corrections
• In the April 19 issue of The Trail, it was incorrectly reported that the Crew team won three races.
They won four races at the Governor's Cup.
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Trail reserves the right to edit or refuse any letters that are submitted for publication. All letters must have
a signature, full name and phone number and are due no later than 4 p.m. on Sundays. Letters may be
dropped off in the envelope on the door to the Media House at 1302 N. Alder St., e-mailed to trail@ups.edu
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Positive view
gives benefits
> BY JOHN MOORE

I once had a
conversation with a
doctor in which he
explained to me
how the depressed
are often more in
tune with reality
than the non-depressed. The doctor
also explained that it
is the non-depressed, whose perception of reality
may be deluded by hope, who succeed in
life and find happiness.
A clinically depressed person often falls
into despair. A depressed patient might
think, "Why should I even try to get a job?
What's the point when the odds are so
stacked against me?" While the depressed
person despairs, the non-depressed person
more often than not, eventually succeeds.
Our conversation evolved from the depressed and non-depressed to one concerning the optimistic and pessimistic. To us, it
seemed that the pessimist is better at "calling it like it is," but that the optimistic outlook on life ultimately reaps more benefits.
The distinction between optimism and
pessimism is more complicated than
whether the glass is half full or half empty.
For example, the pessimist in me thinks
about the long history of the Middle East
conflict and comes to the conclusion that
peace can't be reached there in my lifetime.
But the optimist in me hopes for the better,
however unrealistic doing so may be. Peace
in the Middle East is more probable if one
is optimistic because the pessimistic outlook on life—not too unlike the clinically
depressed outlook — leads to despair.
The events of the past 100 years have
caused many to despair. The loss of life created by World War I destroyed any innocence the Western world enjoyed, the
atomic bomb has made human life seem
inconsequential and now we have international terrorists blowing up buildings full
of innocent people.
The secularization of the Western world
has not helped the situation. When the
Black Death killed 25 million in Europe,
people at least had religion to grasp.
Twenty-five million dead people is as much
a cause for despair as the horrors the modern world has faced, but despair is less
likely when you have hope. In fact, despair
is impossible if you have hope for an afterlife, because no matter hoW bad things get
in this world you know you have the next
one to look forward to.
I have heard classmates criticize religion by quoting Karl Marx, saying, "Religion is the opiate of the masses." They argue that Christianity is a delusion caused
by hope; that Christians cling to their religion because reality is too troubling.
Is a delusion caused by hope such a bad
thing? The non-depressed person's reality
may be deluded by hope, and to a certain
extent the same is true for the optimist.
Hope is not a bad thing, and it must be
remembered that hope is Christian virtue.
I am not a Christian, because I dislike the
Christian Church, but I make a distinction
between religion itself and religion in practice. I'm arguing more for the Bible than
any interpretation of it. I'm arguing for
hope rather than despair. I'm arguing for
optimism's concern with the future, and
against pessimism's "calling it like it is."
If the unemployed man succumbs to
despair, he will never get a job. If we succumb to despair in our efforts for peace,
we run the danger of being satisfied with
war. It doesn't take a Christian to hope for
the best, but it does take an optimist.
•
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0 Columnist John Moore is a freshman
who is just annoyed by pessimistic people.

Make students liable for dishes I
> BY JUSTIN GARLAND
If you aren't sick of
hearing about the dish
problem, you aren't
paying attention. Everywhere you go, it's
"Bring your dishes
back," or "We've spent
$11,000 on dishes this
year" or "We're going
to use Styrofoam instead of paper."
And if you're anything like me, you're
tired of hearing about the dish problem. And
given a year of concerted effort on behalf of
Dining and Conference Services, the problem
doesn't seem to be getting any better. Plates
are still stolen. Bowls disappear. Forks vanish. So, what is it about the current approach
to the dish problem that is ineffective?
The first problem I see is that the focus
seems to be on the dishes themselves, rather
than the deeper conditions that make dish stealing an option in the first place. I propose that
the answer to the problem lies not within the
command "Return your dishes," but rather
within the word "community."
But first, let's take a step back and examine the current setup. Every person who eats
in the servery has the option of getting something to-go or for-here. At the end of the meal,
the to-go option proves to be quick and easy
to throw away. The for-here options, however,
have to be transported all the way back to the
other side of the servery to be placed in an
uninviting and awkward hole in the wall that
is often dirty, wet or backed up.
No wonder we, the students, would rather
not return our dishes.
For the average student, there is also no
connection between what happens from the
time the tray goes on the conveyor belt and
the next time he or she comes in to eat off of a
clean plate. This is just a symptom of our society today.
We pay almost $30,000 a year to go to
school here, and we feel that entitles us to have

bring
in the
lefty

someone else do the dirty work for us. Somedollars to replace missing dishware.
one else (whose face we very rarely see) cleans
This solution also solves the Styrofoam or
our dishes, cleans our bathrooms and mows paper issue, simply because there is no need
the lawn, just so we can live in an environ- for any to-go products. Everyone must bring
ment that appears clean.
his or her own plate. Everyone must do his or
One of the buzz words around this campus her own dishes. Everyone must contribute to
is "community." We try to build community
the functioning of the community.
in the residence halls and through extracurI realize there are too many governmental
ricular activities, but overlook the day in, day health restrictions, too many social norms and
out opportunities to create a thriving commu- too many upper middle class capitalists who
nity. In all actuality, it is in the daily grind that refuse to dirty their hands out there in the world
we should be focusing our efforts.
for this idea to work. And I admit that there
A faceless, nameless hole in the wall that are still some holes in my plan. The critics will
eats dirty dishes does not build community. In ask silly questions such as "Well, what if you
fact, it does just the opposite. It creates the forget your plate?" or "What if someone goes
haves (in front of the wall) and the have-nots
to the store to buy paper plates in bulk?" My
(those behind the wall
response is that you, my
washing the dishes). The
dear critic, have missed
current system of dish remy point entirely.
I propose that the
turn on the UPS campus
This diSh system repis indeed divisive and
resents
a new way of
answer to the probdoes not promote a
thinking, a new way of
lem lies not within
"campus community."
problem solving. CerBut do not fret. I have
tainly all the ideas aren't
the command 'Rea solution. (This idea has
flushed out completely.
turn your dishes,' but I'm just trying to show
been developed with the
help of other faculty and
that there is more than
rather within the
students, who have
one way, to approach the
word 'community'
collaboratively generated
dish problem. This is an
ideas within that famed
idea way before its time,
UPS community.)
but at least I can dream.
What if we knocked
What if we took this 4110
down the wall and opened the dish room? To approach to community building into the resigo one step further, what if all UPS students dence halls and made students on a given floor
who ate at the servery had to wash their own
responsible for cleaning their own bathrooms?
dishes after eating? For this plan to work, stuOr what if they had to take out their own trash?
dents would have to have their own set of And what if we took this socialistic stance and
dishes that they carried with them. Just imag- applied it to grounds maintenance?
40
ine for one moment, a room with lots of wash
I can't think of any better way to build comstations where students would go and wash munity than force people to live in a commuand dry their own dishes after their meals, then
nity. And if community is truly as important
slip the dishes back into the backpack until to this school as it seems to be, we need to
the next time they came to eat.
begin to look beyond the classroom and
This radical approach to the dish problem planned extracurricular activities and embrace
would promote both responsibility and com- the daily and even hourly opportunities to cre- frp
munity. Students are suddenly responsible for ate community.
0 Columnist Justin Garland secretly hordes a
their own dishes if they want to eat. Everyone
backpack full of dishes that he washes before and
must gather cooperatively to do dishes. And
after each meal.
DCS is no longer having to pay thousands of
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World leaders fail to demonstrate skills •
> BY CHAI BLAIR-STAHN
As I look in the news and learn about current
events across the world, it strikes me: the world
is in desperate need of some true leaders. Look
around anywhere to see this evident fact.
Probably the most obvious example is our
own leader, President Bush. I doubt anyone
would disagree that he lacks good leadership
skills: he doesn't command respect or authority, he makes questionable decisions and he can't
even speak well.
Neither Ariel Sharon nor Yasir Arafat seem
to exhibit noble leader-like qualities either —
they'd rather fight than earnestly put forth the
effort to understand each other's values and live in harmony. The Catholic Church, too, has recently had some major problems with priests —
their religious leaders in local communities. And where are all the other
leaders in the world whom we hear nothing about? Are they using
their power to work in bringing about good or voicing their opinions,
if they have any? They might not be bad leaders
really, all of these leaders could be a lot worse
but none of them are truly great.
We need more people like Martin Luther King
Jr., Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa and the Dalai
Lama. And as of the lecture last Friday, I would
like to add Winona LaDuke to that list. These great
leaders all possess compassion, open minds, courage, humility and a sense of justice. They have
worked for the betterment of the world.
Some of these leaders, however, are already
dead, and the rest won't be around to change the
wrongs in the world forever even in 20 years. As
a result of our present deficiency of great people, I would argue that
the world finds itself in its present state of being, filled with turmoil,
natural destruction and poor human condition. What does this mean?
It means the fate of the future is up to us. All of us and each of us. The
world is in our hands to influence and shape.
What's sad is that many find that it is almost too much to deal with,
too big of a problem to solve. Others don't care and would rather do
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other things, leaving problems for someone else. But for this very reason, we have to make a difference because, who else is going to do it?
And now, more than ever, we must recognize that we need true
leaders to save this world — our home — in every way imaginable.
We are being thrust into a time of hostility, greed, a depleting ozone,
lack of.compassion and understanding, extreme poverty and tremendously powerful weapons. The list of problems is much longer, which
is why people are needed to work for solutions. Though it may seem
foolishly idealistic, everyone can realistically create results.
Let's look at a recent example of how very true this is: Earth Day.
This great day brings people together for a common cause to save the
environment, founded over 30 years ago. Begun by a concerned Wisconsin senator, Gaylord Nelson, Earth Day is now celebrated by about
500 million people worldwide in 180 countries.
A single person can affect the world. Just looking at Earth Day
festivities that took place at UPS should be a sign of hope and a message that a few people can play a major role.
Earth Day is just one example; there are many, many more occurring right here. If each person does what they can, we will be well on
our way. We all need to make doing our part a priority. People must not
be afraid to step up to the world or afraid to believe in themselves. True leaders are just good
people who take the initiative to make change.
I don't believe that with six billion people on
our planet, there are only five or six people who
could be great leaders. So many people have the
potential; they simply must realize it. None of us
have the responsibility to live up to Gandhi or
Martin Luther King Jr., but we do have the responsibility to create a better planet.
I am reminded of "The Fellowship of the
Rings" where the hobbit Frodo finds himself in
the same situation, wishing the problems and terror surrounding him would have happened in another time so he
wouldn't have to deal with them — so he could lead a simpler life.
To that line of thinking, Gandalf the wizard replies: "So do I, and so
do all who live to see such times. But that is not for them to decide.
we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given us."

People must not
be afraid to step
up to the world or
afraid to believe in
themselves.
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All

0 Columnist Chai Blair-Stahn wants each and every person, including
hobbits, to take leadership positions and improve the world.
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:Is following trends harmful?
Materialistic sheep mentality
dissolves personal identity
16

> BY LIANNA DAVIS

I have been a vegetarian
my whole life. I didn't think
about it until I reached junior high, when some of my
new friends thought I was the
weirdest person they had ever
met because I didn't eat meat.
Four years later, being a vegetarian became trendy and
those same friends declared
their intent to never eat animals again.
A few months into it, most
of them realized they liked meat too much to not
eat it, and returned to their carnivorous state. I, however, am still a vegetarian.
I relate this tale not because I think everyone
should become a vegetarian, but to point out the
ludicrousness of being trendy. If you decide to become a vegetarian, do it because you don't like killing animals or because it's healthy or because eating meat is not an efficient use of food resources in
the world. Don't do it simply because it is trendy.
It makes me sad to look at the people in my generation and see that most of us are puppets of the
gip media, looking like, acting and saying what some
corporate advertiser or TV producer wants us to look
like, act and say. It makes me sick that my generation is the target consumer audience because advertisers know we are susceptible to trends.
Look at items like Britney Spears sunglasses or
'N Sync lip balm. There is something seriously
wrong with our society when our 12-year-old girls
are running around in.short skirts, halter tops and
goofy sunglasses. Those girls are not trying to look
like prostitutes, they just want to be trendy. And it
amazes me that we can stand by while something
as innocuous as lip balm gets taken over by the popular culture world. Basic lip balm is simply Vaseline
II with a compound, and it doesn't take 'N Sync to
develop an effective product.
The trends themselves are the paragon of instability. Take vegetarianism as an example, again.
How many people do you know who became vegetarians for a week, a month or a year simply because it was trendy? Think of all the other trends
that swept your high school. You can substitute any
other number of nouns in the place of "vegetarians."
Trendiness' instability also leads to the fact that
being trendy is expensive. This is particularly true
when trendy clothes come from stores like
Abercrombie and Fitch, J. Crew or Banana Republic. As what's trendy changes every few weeks, those
people who follow trends must purchase new outfits every few weeks. Some people spend more
money every year on keeping up with the latest trend
than the third-world-country workers who make the
clothes earn in their lifetimes.
Some will argue that being anti-trendy has become a trend. I say, however, that those who consider themselves part of the anti-trend trend are no
better than the teenybopper Britney impersonators.
Their lives are still dominated by their attempts to
be identified with an inclination, whether it's of the
Goodwill or Gap variety.
At the heart of being trendy is losing your personal identity. If you simply live your life from one
trend to the next, you are not expressing your individuality — you are showing that you are simply
one sheep in a large herd, with the media leading
you in whatever direction it wants. I don't want to
be in that herd, because I know it will eventually
lead to the slaughterhouse.
Enjoying popular culture is not inherently bad. I
would be hypocritical if I said you should not listen
to popular music, watch popular movies or shop at
popular stores, because I also do those activities.
But I don't let them determine my identity.
I encourage you to think next time you are in
line to purchase a trendy product. Are you buying it
because you really like it, or are you buying it because it's trendy to like it?
Don't let your life be ruled by trends, because in
the end all you'll be left with is a closet of barelyworn clothes; a large credit card bill and a feeling
that your life was no different from anyone else's.
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0 Managing Editor LiAnna Davis might compromise
on other trends, but would never buy 'N Sync lip balm.

Societal problems not rooted
in mass culture's trendiness
> BY JASON RONBECK
Regardless of how independent, free-thinking or individualistic one is, there is
no escaping popular culture
and the trends which permeate from it. Pretending to do
so is ignorant and irresponsible. We live in a consumer
society, and everything is run
by the market, which is in
turn controlled by trends.
Popular trends impact life
in a multitude of ways. They
influence what we eat, what we wear, who we date
and even who we are.
A person who hates anything trendy might make
a decision never to buy clothes from Abercrombie
and Fitch or The Gap. When asked why, that person might answer, "Well, I just think it's too trendy
— I want to be more original."
Dozens of better reasons exist for avoiding those
stores: oversexualized and racist advertising, sweatshop labor or high prices. Simply avoiding a store
because it is trendy pales in comparison to these
more genuine reasons.
Trends do not exacerbite and magnify problems
in society — they illuminate them. Writing trends
off as detrimental fails to address larger issues.
For example, when people critique Britney
Spears for setting trends that cause little girls to wear
"slutty" clothing, attention is deflected from productive questions such as "Why aren't the parents
talking to their children?" and "Why does she feel
the need to dress that way?" to "How could she set
such awful trends for young girls to follow?"
Spears should be responsible and aware of the
impact of her message, but blaming trendiness
masks the real problems — misogynism and extreme gender roles — which are more difficult to
address. Instead of fighting trends, fight the systems and practices which cause the trends.
Stop pretending that anything in a consumer society will have meaning and be free of problems.
Pop music will always be cheesy and targeted to
the widest audience possible. Clothing will always
be based on generic aesthetics. Trends provide a
way to mix-up the monotony of consumerism with
new, exciting and constantly changing tastes.
Britney Spears and 'N Sync, for example, may
not be the pinnacle of sophistication and originality, but they both followed the trend of hip-hop/2step production by including "trendy" producers The
Neptunes on their latest albums. The Neptunes
worked on Spears' "I'm a Slave 4 U" and 'N Sync's
"Girlfriend." 'N Sync also collaborated with techno
artist BT to create "Pop." These songs, as trendy
artifacts, are catchy as hell and fun to listen to.
Not only is following trends fun, but it is also an
easy way for nearly anyone to become part of a
larger mass culture experience. "High art" such as
indie rock and emo music are rather inaccessible to
most audiences. Further, they are predominately targeted toward affluent suburban white kids who can
afford to buy drums and guitars to create their own
music. "High art," in fact, has a notoriously racist
and exclusive history, making the alternative of
trendiness more appealing to many.
In order to appeal to as many people as possible,
trends have to at least pretend to include people regardless of race, gender or sexual orientation. When
"trendy" clothing maker Abercrombie and Fitch
designed a line of racist t-shirts, the uproar forced
Abercrombie to pull the shirts from their shelves. If
a smaller, less-trendy clothing line created similar
shirts, public outcry would be smaller and the shirts
might not get pulled.
Because trendiness is always changing and involves so many people, it creates an exclusive society-type feeling, regardless of the fact that basically
whoever wants to can be a member. Trendiness has
the ability to make more people feel included by
disguising trendy sayings as "code terms" that elicit
feelings of superiority and inclusion.
The act of negation shows that non-trendy people
spend the same amount of energy trying not to be
trendy than trendy people do trying to be trendy.

What's trendy
about you?

out

Control

0 Editor in Chief Jason Ronbeck is an overprotected
slaaaaaave 4 u (and trends in popular culture).

Dan Kogan
junior

"My pre-beat-up
jeans."

Annie Terry
sophomore

"An Abercrombie
jacket."

Melissa Watson and
Sarah Farber
sophomores
"Our Nalgene
bottles."

Jeremy Briggs
freshman

"Nothing."

Jeri Miller
freshman

"I made my
earrings."

0 Photo Poll Editor Kat Griffin is waiting for mullets to
become trendy again.
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College growing pains...

Four freshmen come fullt
> BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT
With their first year of college nearly finished, the
freshmen selected for The Trail's "Follow Five Freshmen" have a great amount to say about their experiences. Well, at least four of them do, as Aliya Hashemi
has transferred. J D Graziano, Ryan Kolp, Liz Frost
and Blaire Notrica remain, and they're excited about
returning in the fall.
Their active role in the campus community facilitates their positive attitudes as they reflect urion the
past year. Among the four of them they have been
involved with numerous
clubs and organizations,
including the Campus
Visit Program, Safe
Zone, KUPS, Understanding Sexuality,
ASUPS Cultural Events,
RHA and Sigma Nu.
Their involvement
extends beyond club activities and programs:
they have attended lectures, concerts and sporting events.
"Sherman Alexie was
great," Notrica said. "I
like Mason Jennings and
Rosie Thomas. Come to
think of it, Susan
McKeown is currently
playing in my stereo."
Graziano, Frost and Kolp fondly remember football and soccer games. They all convey a lot of enthusiasm for the teams, which Graziano in particular
hopes to see more of among other students.
"I think that most of the sports teams at UPS could
use some more support," Graziano said, "There is a
lot of talent on the teams."
Besides the extra-curricular activities, they have
also flourished in the classroom, finding an intellectually challenging community of professors.
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.cle as first year draws to a close
class because my teacher makes
Ling the class think, rather than
;less dates and times," Kolp said.
'121, biology and French have
:Lakes, just because the profesFrost said.
otivating professors have also
nds.
the profs are so well-rounded
and everything," Graziano said.
tt wild close relationships with
t at really helps with getting
adjusted to the first year
of college."
Graziano said his
most interesting class
was "IPE with Mike
Veseth. I have always
wanted to see more of
how the global market
works and what globalization does to countries."
Notrica believes the
4 "Women and Global
Economy" class has
taught
him a great deal
O,
about the world.
"1side from Mirelle
Cohen being amazing,
the class has really
opened my eyes to the
ormative society we live in,"
.
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nfalls. For Frost, it is the small
Vol find, but it's there. I don't
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he student community is lim:ould be more diverse.
JPS," he said. "I really like the

faculty and community. Though on a serious note I
still think we are terribly whitewashed and rather conservative."
There have also been some serious challenges for
the four freshmen. Kolp said his first year "was like
a roller coaster. I would be having a great time at one
point, and then another time I would be having
troubles. But that's life, I guess."
He found the hardest part of adapting to school
was learning time management.
"It is still a work in progress," Kolp said.
Frost said it was hard to deal with "being around
people all the time and living where I go to school.
There is just not much separation."
Graziano noted it is often hard to balance his new
freedom with responsibility.
"College allows you a lot of freedom and opens
your eyes to many things, but you must learn not to
abuse that freedom yet still have fun," he said.
The first year of college taught them not only the
value of organization and hard work, but also important personal lessons.
Notrica has begun to realize that "people are not
always what they seem."
Frost has learned to become stronger. She realized that "sometimes you just have to buck up and
deal with yourself."
Graziano said he has changed immensely, as he
has "started to think outside the box. I look at everything, instead of the things I want to. I really have
relaxed and enjoyed myself and have taken full advantage of new and old things."
The four students look forward to their next three
years at UPS.
"(I've) become more organized and a little bit
more outgoing," Kolp said, "so maybe next year I'll
be super outgoing and super organized."
Notrica is looking forward to continuing his radio
show, "My Blaire Lady," and he is working on his
own show, named "Blaire!: A non-musical musical."
Graziano is going to be a resident assistant.
"I am looking forward to working with the staff
and the school," Graziano said.

r freshmen

editor: aimee rawlins

VictorNictoria' sizzles with music,
dancing and a powerful message

`Lanes' shows depth,
provokes thought
> BY SARAH NORRIS

Aimee Rawlins photo

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT — Cast members sit in

a

bistro while VictorNictoria (Megan Parker) and Toddy (Eric
Ankrim) dance.
ton, refuses to al- challenging.
"It's an entirely different experience
low himself to love
a man. So Victoria singing and dancing," she said. "While
must decide if she dancing, you breathe as much as you can,
will remain as Vic- but when you are singing you also have
tor, the rich and fa- to support your diaphragm."
Because there are so many different
mous entertainer,
or Victoria, the kinds of characters, and caricatures, in the
starving opera play, the cast did a lot of work learning
how to represent different stereotypes.
singer.
"When the show works best, though,
Because the
show is focused on is when these stereotypical personalities
Aimee Rawlins photo
singers and danc- have their moments of truth," said Brandt.
TWO OF A KIND
Eric Ankrim and Megan Parker play
ers, the musical
Brandt knows that some people might
faux-suiters in this gender-bending musical/comedy.
format of this play be upset about how characters are reprereally works.
sented, but she also knows that she can't
please everyone.
"It
adds
to
the
comedy,"
said
senior
> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK
Stephanie Kriege, a featured dancer in
"I just want people to come in reExpect hot jazz, hot dancing and fabulaxed," she said. At the same time, the
the show. "Before we had rehearsed
lous entertainment when "Victor/ some of the more difficult songs, actors
cast of "Victor/Victoria" had a discusVictoria" opens on Friday, April 26. This would speak them as monologues. sion about audience reactions.
gender-bending musical written by Blake They're very clever, very funny, but
"Actors were talking about how much
Edwards and Harry Mancini is meant to when we added the music, they just ex- they trust students in our department and
both shock and delight with its cast of ploded."
the rest of the campus community," she
singing strippers, gangsters, gay entersaid. "When I asked them to raise their
Brandt agrees that music deepens the
tainers and a woman pretending to be a audience's experihands if they were
man pretending to be a woman.
worried about
ence of the play. "I
Senior Katie Brandt, the director of love working with
someone they knew
this play, said she was drawn to it when song and dance,
coming to see the
she heard the song "Living in the Shad- telling stories. It
show, almost everyows," which is sung by the title characone raised their
can do so much
ter Victoria. "The first time I heard 'Liv- more than plain
hands."
ing in the Shadows,' I identified with text. There is so
"We are trying
Victoria's journey of trying something much pleasure in
to get across that
new, trying out a new identity," Brandt musical theater."
there are all kinds of
said. "I feel like that journey really resogay people and all
Part of this pleanates with people our age."
kinds of straight
sure Kriege atThe journey Brandt refers to is the
all kinds of
tributes to musical
-Katie Brandt, people,
story of how Victoria Grant, played by theater's ability to
men and all kinds of
senior, director women," said
senior Megan Parker, decides she will help an audience
rise above her circumstances in the Great disassociate from
Brandt. "We want
Depression and leave behind her life as
the "real" world.
to represent the idea
a starving opera singer.
"It draws on so many different forms that knowing a person's gender and sexuWith the help of her friend Toddy,
of expression, different places in the ality doesn't tell you about who they are."
played by junior Eric Ankrim, she dis- brain — you respond to music from dif"Victor/Victoria" is the last show in
guises herself as a man in order to take ferent locations than you do to words.
the Senior Theater Festival. It runs Frion the persona of the best female imperWe respond to physical shapes differ- day, April 26, and Saturday, April 27.
sonator in Europe. Her skills as a colora- ently also," she said.
Show times are 7:30 p.m. Friday and
tura soprano make her the toast of Paris
Saturday, and 2 p.m. on Saturday. TickThe pleasures has been hard won,
and the apple of gangster King Marchan's however. Kriege, who plans to be a ets are $6 for students.
0 A&E Writer Kathryn Philbrook is a senior
eye. King, played by junior Ben Shel- dancer, found working on this show very
—

We want to represent the idea that
knowing a person's
gender and sexuality doesn't tell you
about who they are.

Despite rave reviews from both local and national
movie critics, the opening night of director Roger
Michell's ("Notting Hill") new thriller "Changing
Lanes" at a local movie theater was poorly attended.
Starring Ben Affleck as cutthroat, corrupt Wall Street
attorney Gavin Banek, and Samuel L. Jackson as recovering alcoholic, wanna-be family man Doyle Gibson,
"Changing Lanes" actually ventured from common overdone violence to the realm of thought-provoking intellect.
The plot line occurs in a single day — Good Friday
no less — with little any introduction to Gavin and
Doyle. All the audience can perceive is that Gavin is a
cocky jerk and Doyle is battling far too many tempting
inner demons in order to win his sons back in a custody
battle.
Both Doyle and Gavin are headed to the county courthouse, albeit one means to win his sons back, and the
other a multi-million dollar will settlement that he virtually deceived a dying man into signing.
On the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Highway, Gavin
cuts Doyle off while changing lanes, forcing an anticipated car accident.
Doyle asks for an insurance card and Gavin, who is
in a hurry, instead hands Doyle a blank check (to Doyle's
great upset). Gavin speeds off in his silver BMW, leaving Doyle stranded on the bridge in the pouring rain with
an immobile wrecked car, therefore impeding Doyle's
trip to the courthouse. Gavin's final words to Doyle ring
out clear, icy and telling: "Better luck next time!"
The plot thickens when Doyle is 20 minutes late to
court, missing his hearing. Gavin, in such a self-motivated rush on the bridge, realizes he abandoned the only
signed power of attorney consent form in the hands of a
very bitter Doyle.
From this point, the story revolves around Doyle and
Gavin attempting to ruin the life of the other in an attempt to recover what each has lost — Doyle the time,
Gavin the signed form.
Bank accounts are emptied, credit is disestablished
and lives are threatened. Doyle's ex-wife threatens to
take his children to Oregon. Gavin's wife and father-inlaw, who is also his boss, feed him ultimatums and
threats to make Gavin send a forged counterfeit power
of attorney form to the judge.
Perhaps most interesting is the parallel nature of each
man's journey to self-realization. Both Doyle and Gavin
— although a stark contrast to one another in personality, lifestyle and principle — not only go through the
same motions toward self-realization, their paths
throughout the day are inextricably bound together in
the utmost of causal relationships.
The chemistry between Affleck and Jackson is singular and gripping. Their discourse is haunting: so evil
and malicious yet completely believable in today's —
permit me to say — morally unaccountable society.
Both actors fire gripping retorts at the other with such
animosity, one cannot help but grimace at the hate between them.
And although few audience members grasped the
majority of the multi-faceted themes and character developments of "Changing Lanes," I must admit with
some surprise, and perhaps a bit of humility: Hollywood
outdid itself this time.
0,4&E Writer Sarah Norris shocked no one more than
herself with her appreciation of a mainstream movie.
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Dating in the new millennium can be hazardous to your health....
The prize-winning 2000 play, "Boy Gets Girl," starts with the awkward first meeting of two young New York professionals, and travels down the unexpected avenue of their brief but
with an ageing porn
intense "relationship." Ultimately, it offers an unflinching examination of the nature of trust, truth and the pleasures and perils of allowing oneself to be known
film director, author Edith Wharton and the New York Yankees providing texture and context.
—

Directed by guest faculty in theatre arts Marilyn Bennett, the company for this staged reading includes UPS students
Leah Haloin
Theresa Bedell
Ryan Schmidt
Tony Ross
Peter Johnson
Howard Siegal
Jeff Grimm
Mercer Stevens
Raz Finnell
Harriet
Jewel Greenberg Madeleine Beck
Wes Andrews
Les Kennkat
Emily Ehrlich-Gruber...Narrator

Club Rendezvous, Basement of Wheelock
Friday April 26, LATE NIGHT at 11:00 p.m.
Sunday April 28, at 7:30 p.m. Followed by a talk back on issues
of harassment
Co-sponsored by Dean of Students and SIRGE
KICKSTAND CAFE
604 S. Fawcett Ave. (next to
• Grand Cinema) Sunday, May 5 at 7:00 p.m.

Additional support provided by:
Assistant Directors Andrea Magee and
Erica Nelson
Stage Manager Anne Gish
Stage Technician Drew Humberd
Costumer Alyson Marchi-Young
Publicity Head Nik Perleros
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Artist explores spirituality, truth through painting
t

student's pursuit of an education.
Smith's favorite art forms to
work with are painting and wood
block printing, an ancient Japanese art form. She is currently in
the process of putting the finishing touches on her senior body
of work, which is six pieces and
includes three smaller paintings
(if you consider two feet by three
feet small), one large painting
(approximately four feet by six
feet) and two large wood block
prints.
The theme of this project is
to explore questions of spirituality within oneself and within a
group setting. For Smith, who
was raised Catholic and still feels
a strong loyalty to that set of beliefs, this project has been a proAimee Rawhos photo
cess of stripping away the fixed
`UNDER LOCK' AND KEY — Lace Smith's painting
beliefs of the religion and then
depicting a forced submission which is impossible to get
rebuilding her own personal
out of•s currently hanging in the Café.
spirituality.
Smith has only been painting
since her senior year of high school, when she
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
was the "new kid" and needed to find an after
Most students consider dedication to school
school club to get involved in. She discovered
staying at the library until it closes at 2 a.m.,
art and "really got into it. It was somewhere
forgoing the occasional weekend party to stay that I could process all the things from other
in and write a paper or getting up an hour early
areas of my life."
to do the recommended reading for a certain
Her beginning dabblings in "decorative art
class.
with little meaning," as she described it, has
These typical displays of commitment to evolved into a "search for a path that fits me.
school barely scratch the surface of what is
[My art is] an exploration among themselves.
common for senior Lace Smith. Smith is a stuHere I can hash out ideas that I get in an acadio art major and history minor who can be demic setting while still sharpening my skills
found more often than not working in the base- and artistic endeavors."
ment studio in Kittredge. Her passion for art
Smith's artistic journey began with a search
and her journey to discover truth and spiritufor truth — finding answers to "all the big
ality through it transcend the typical college questions — self importance 101." Her most

recent focus in this journey has been to address two layers of her artwork — the personal
layer and also the communicative value behind the art.
"There's the message that I find and the
message that I want to give," she said. "There's
always a tension between these, but it's what
keeps me going and searching for answers."
The artistic process can take weeks just in
its foundational work. Before starting a piece,
Smith figures out exactly what she wants to
say. "The form, context and statement are all
interwoven. If one isn't there for me, it takes a
while to get enthusiastic about a project."
The inspiration for Smith's artwork comes
primarily from her own discontent with the
world.
"As an artist, I try to take ideas like helping out the earth and other social movements
and balance that with a desire to be true to life
and to myself," Smith said. "I don't want to
make art to match someone's furniture or to
fit with their Starbucks mug. I want to make a
statement, but not one that is full of pain and
rage and consequently paralyzes the audience.
There's a balance between the two sides."
Smith's most recent showing of her work
has been in Diversions Cafe with a painting
titled "Under Lock." This piece depicts a female lying curled up in the fetal position and
is about a "certain kind of submission — not
entirely with consent. About vulnerability. The
lock is there to support this idea of forced submission. It's a master lock which implies she
was born into submission and can't get out."
Smith has grown as an artist through the
instruction and devotion of many of her professors, calling them "powerhouses." She also
loves how the art program at UPS is so individualistic, "people are there to lend support
when you need it, but they know when to leave
you alone."

Smith sometimes gets frustrated with the
grading system of art; "Sometimes it's done
more to please the teacher, which convolutes
the individualism in art and finding oneself as
an artist." She also wishes that more members
of the campus community would actually
come to Kittredge and check out what is going on there. "I wish we had more of an artemphasis campus ... we need to utilize the
glass cabinets in Wyatt and the space in
Wheelock."
Smith's experiences at UPS have been a
springboard for what she hopes to accomplish
with the rest of her life. After graduation in
May, she plans to go abroad to Ireland to work
and paint in a different setting.
"I want to come back and get a job at a
printing press or something." she said. "I want
to have a bunch of random jobs to build my
skills as an artist. I want to work in carpentry
and maybe some other really beefy industrial
job that will give me a full range of perspective on different art forms."
0 A&E Writer Aimee Rawlins is a sophomore
majoring in politics and government and
communication.

Photo courtesy Lace Smith

STAG SACRIFICE — This picture of a man
masked by a stag's skull was part of Lace
Smith's photography project that aimed to
portray the confines of masculinity and the
freedom in breaking out of them.

RDG's energetic dancers, new venue promise fantastic show
With shows in the Fieldhouse and a
wide variety of pieces, RDG's performances on April 26 and 27 are guaranteed to entertain all audiences
> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
"I just love to dance," said sophomore Kate Law, the advertising chair and a dance choreographer for the Spring 2002
production by Repertory Dance Group. Judging by the incredible enthusiasm and broad grins on everyone's face at the
rehearsal a week before the show, so does everyone involved
in this semester's RDG — they love to dance, they love to
perform and they love to have fun.
The dancers' passion for performing is just one of the reasons that everyone should go see RDG this year. Junior Charla
Henderson, RDG president, shares how this semester's production reaches more people simply because of the venue
change. While in previous semesters the Concert Hall and
theater housed performances, this year's production will be in
the Fieldhouse. Henderson said that in past semesters it was
disappointing when not all friends and family could attend,
but this semester is a huge step toward more campus attendance. Junior Mo Ojala, the technical director, feels that although the move to the gym has been a challenge, it's also
very exciting because it doubled the amount of tickets available.
The increased amount of tickets parallels the increased
amount of RDG participation this year. The fall 2002 production had approximately 200 dancers and this semester's pro. duction has around 150 dancers. When RDG started up six
years ago in 1996, there were only 16 girls. Henderson feels
that the remarkable surge in participation is because, "There
unfortunately is no organized dance on campus, which is really too bad." This semester's production will also reflect the
growing male interest in RDG.
"We've almost doubled our number of boys," said
Henderson. "We accept everyone."
The different levels of experience and varied dances lined
up for the show support Henderson's claim. Law, an IPE major who choreographed "Water Dragons," says that this year's
performance will be exciting because of the wide range of
dances and experience levels. Law has been dancing for 17
years and for the past three years has had a summer scholarship for the Repertory Dance Theater in Salt Lake City. This

Photo courtesy Jemma Rae Lolzer

LEAPS AND BOUNDS — Dancers Annie Terry,-Ana Hansen and Dana Fromm rehearse for Dorothy Schafer's dance to
"Something to Believe In" for this year's RDG performance.

summer she plans to go to Paris where she will partake in a
similar workshop and study for her research grant. She plans
to examine how studying the performing arts helps at-risk children.
In contrast to Law, senior Elliot Pemberton, a BLP major
and one of the choreographers of "That Dance," has no previous dance experience. Pemberton said his inspiration came
one summer afternoon when he and his friends were sitting
around in lawn chairs and just started making up a dance.
Pemberton laughed as he said, "When people see this dance
they're probably going to ask, who are these rascally guys?"
Pemberton says that the biggest challenge for him was the
immense time commitment, but to liven things up a bit every
week in practice, they held dance contests. Every week his
dancers would have a dance off and the winner was awarded a
trophy. And, an empty alcohol bottle was awarded to "the

bumbling idiot of the week."
Pemberton likes how RDG allows people to creatively express themselves and provides a good opportunity for people
to do things they wouldn't normally do. Pemberton encourages people to come because of the "great entertainment. Few
things are more entertaining than watching people on stage."
Henderson says that this semester's production has more
lyrical pieces and more pieces of people just having fun. She
also says that the production as a whole came together because of all the hard work from the officers, some of whom
had been working over Winter Break.
"You never really get to see what your friends can do,"
Henderson said. "I guarantee that everyone on campus knows
at least one person in RDG."
0 A&E Writer Kathleen Sullivan is a sophomore majoring in FLIA
with a French emphasis.
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Extreme golf succeeds; `Gunvalkyrie' fails miserably
your shot, every
scene from victory
celebrations to
watching your ball
skip along the fairway can be bypassed with a
touch of the "X"
button. With this
much control of
the game's flow,
two players can
easily complete 18
holes in under ten
minutes.
In contrast to
its exaggerated
Photo courtesy %now scea.com
characters are maGEN NEXT FOR GOLF
PlayStation's extreme sports
jestic,
wondrously
genre now includes golf, which deviates from the real life
rendered golf
boredom and enters a whole new dimension
courses. Although
they tend to look
more
cartoonish
than
realistic,
the courses
> BY RYAN J. PAYTON
feature great eye candy like waterfalls,
What began as innocent fun with ocean beaches and soaring eagles. A
1993's "NBA Jam" has now become a soothing, folk soundtrack fits right in with
distinctive genre — "extreme sports the overall feel of the courses and almost
games." From the countless versions of transcends the relaxing aesthetics of the
"Tony Hawk Pro Skater" to the all-out
game.
wackiness of "Sega Soccer Slam," it
Sony has done a stellar job translating
seems like no one wants to take sports the true joys of golf while reinventing the
games seriously nowadays. Thank good- more lethargic parts. Aside from an unness.
cooperative reply camera and repetitive
Instead of mimicking what's seen on sound bits from on-looking spectators,
TV, gamers are being freed from the dis"Hot Shots Golf 3" is as close to video
appointing realities of true-to-life sports
game golf perfection as it gets.
games (like not being rewarded for slugWhether you're a golf fan or not, "Hot
ging your opponent and the reality that
Shots Golf 3" has a universal appeal that
catching on fire doesn't improve your should quiet any disagreements over what
basketball skills). When rules and physgame to play. If you own a PS2, "Hot
ics are thrown out the window, sports
Shots Golf 3" is a simply must-buy. Its
games (including golf) become a lot fun characters, relaxing atmosphere and
more interesting.
engaging pace are what lazy Sunday afSony's "Hot Shots Golf 3" for the ternoons were made for.
PlayStation 2 masterfully extends the
0 A&E Writer Ryan J. Payton is a junior
majoring in FLIA with a Japanese emphasis.
"extreme sports" genre to golf. Sony has
Could his middle name be Jamiroquai?
essentially left the engaging fundamentals of golf untouched and completely
flips the generally boring aspects upsidedown.
GAMER'S GUIDE:
One undeniably boring thing about
golf is its mainstream personalities. Not
TITLE:
surprisingly, "Hot Shots Golf 3" makes
a point not to feature old men in polo
"HOT SHOTS
shirts.
Instead, players can choose from an
GOLF
array of characters ranging from a penAniless plumber to an unmistakable
mock-up of the industrial-gothic antiPRICE:
hero Trent Reznor. The colorful characters bring a welcomed lightheartedness
$49.99
to the game and should fit nearly any
player's tastes.
PLATFORM:
Perhaps the most crucial characterPLAY STATIOn 2
istic of "Hot Shots Golf 3" is its fastpaced gameplay. Aside from executing
-
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Fraternities • Sororities •
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. Does not involve credit card

applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

NEED A JOB?
College Pro Painters is now hiring
Painters & Job Site Managers for the
summer.
NO experience necessary
Earn $8-$10/Hour
Call 1-888-277-9787
www.collegepro.com

sers and explosions contrast beautifully
against the game's realistic backgrounds.
Nearly every visual moment is worthy
of gracing the back of the game's DVD
case.
If the developers invested more time
in tweaking the game's play mechanics,
Sega could have had a breakthrough hit
on the Xbox. With its sexy poster girl,
geeky mechs and serious weaponry, few
can deny the impact "Gunvalkyrie"
would have had on socially inept 4 ►
fanboys. But alas, would-be buyers are
most likely to place "Gunvalkyrie" back
on the store's shelf once he or she is reminded of the game's nightmarish controls.
And wisely so.

> BY RYAN J. PAYTON
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At first glance, Sega's "Gunvalkyrie"
has everything going for it. The game's
box art features Japanese anime-inspired
mechs, a sexy blonde and lots of meanlooking guns.
For anyone who follows the video
game industry trends, this one falls under the "no-brainer" category that begs
the question "why hasn't this been done
before?"
Just like its cover art, the game's
premise is very straightforward. When
taking control of either the hero or the
heroine, players simply blast aliens into
bit-sized-pieces. Although this gameplay
scheme is all too common in video
games, classics like "Doom" and "Space
Invaders" have proven that when done
correctly, killing aliens in outer space can
GAMER'S GUIDE:
be extremely satisfying.
In the case of "Gunvalkyrie," buyers
TITLE:
should prepare for a bitter love/hate relationship. Its intense action and beautiGUr1VALKYRIE
fully rendered environments compete for
your affection, all the while its
RATIFIG: 0+
appallingly bad controls dare you to find
the game's receipt. The controls in
PRICE:
"Gunvalkyrie" are so bad, in fact, a seemingly know-nothing game clerk warned
$49.99
me of its haphazard controls — after he
handed me my purchased copy. Word
PLATFORM:
must have spread quickly because this
was only three days after the game's reXBOX
lease.
For those patient enough to endure the
frustration, mastering
"Gunvalkyrie's"
tricky control
scheme pays off
by allowing for
some great-looking action sequences. But for
those unwilling to
train diligently in
order to merely
control your character, don't bother
with this game.
As news of its
notorious control
scheme continues
to taint gamer's
overall perception
of the game,
"Gunvalkyrie's"
aesthetic accomplishments are being sadly overlooked. The menus
Photo courtesy www.segezont
look great, the GUNVALKYRIE WHAT?
Despite intense action and
characters are styl- beautiful environments, terrible controls render users
ish and bright la- frustrated and inept.
-
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Yoke Your Opinion...
Earth First! would like to remind you
to bring back your SUB plates, cups,
and utensils back the SUB. Conservation is the answer, not
styrofoam.
If you have any suggestions or
questions regarding Dining Service's
proposal to introduce Styrofoam to
the servery, please email the student led team that's responsible for
the decision at:

Sub Solullolls@hotmaillom
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Top Northwest bjs •
spinning

House and Trance
5037 N. Pearl • 253-752-4128
www.SHOBOAT.NET
Bringing Seattle Shows to Tacoma
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Wind Ensemble triumphs
through passion, dedication
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
What do you think of when you hear
"Wind Ensemble?" Passion, dedication
and extraordinary talent probably aren't
lithe first things that come to your mind.
For the UPS Wind Ensemble, however,
these three qualities are a way of life.
The Wind Ensemble is made up of
about 50 students, most of whom are on
scholarship and only about half of whom
are music majors. The band encompasses
lie full families of all woodwind, brass
and percussion instruments and is different from the orchestra in that there are
no strings in the ensemble.
University Band has a similar composition, but includes about 80 students
nd is open to everyone, while Wind Enlemble is a highly selective group that
requires auditions. Additionally, Wind
Ensemble practices for an hour, four
times a week, while University Band
practices once a week.
Robert Musser, who has been at UPS
4ince 1971, conducts both groups.
Musser also directs and conducts the
Tacoma Concert Band, which he also
founded in 1981.
Over the course of about 30 years,
Musser said that the quality of the wind
ensemble tends to stay at an outstanding
igevel, although the specific strengths and
weaknesses shift from year to year.
This year's ensemble displays an ex-

orbitant amount of dedication to the
band, "far more than the amount of credit
that they receive on paper," said Musser.
Not only have the members spent thousands of hours mastering their instruments just to get into the band, they also
spend four hours a week at rehearsal, as
well as learning their individual parts for
each of the pieces that the group performs.
Musser's part in the Wind Ensemble
is just as demanding as the students that
he instructs. He said that there is more
to being the director and conductor than
just the visible part of conducting. The
administrative, behind the scenes work
is just as important. He evaluates every
potential performance piece on a wide
range of criteria, beginning with the fundamental question of: does he consider
the piece to be good music and is he willing to spend a lot of time working with
it? He also considers the audiences pleasure from the piece and the band's enjoyment of it,If he can successfully meet
all of this criteria, his next obstacle is a
matter of programming — finding pieces
that go well together to create a certain
mood and style in the final presentation.
He also makes sure that the band has
not performed the piece in the last five
years, and ensures that the chosen piece
is appropriate for the specific strengths
and weaknesses of that year's ensemble.
The UPS wind ensemble receives fre-

quent honors, including invitations to
play at clinics and conferences around
the Northwest. Unlike high school bands,
however, college bands are not entered
in a competitive arena, which makes it
impossible to receive awards or to win
competitions.
Musser said that he wishes that the
community were more aware of what's
going on with the music department in
general and wind ensemble in particular. He hopes that more students will begin to attend concerts and that the concerts can "open their eyes to a new experience that they can have for free."
On May 3, the campus community
will have an opportunity to experience
the culmination of passion and hard work
with a concert by the Wind Ensemble and
University Band. Wind Ensemble will be
performing three pieces, including "In
the Spring at the Times When Kings Go
Off to War," by David R. Holsinger,
which Musser described as a contemporary piece that is exciting and interesting
for both the audience and the band members. They are also performing "Concerto
for Alto, Saxophone and Wind Orchestra," by Ingolf Dahl, which will feature
junior music major Erik Steighner on the
saxophone and is one of the most difficult concertos for the individual saxophone and the band as a whole.
A&E Editor Aimee Rawlins wishes she
was in the Wind Ensemble.
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Air
Everybody Hertz
The French band
Air has had a good remix history. Dan the
Automator's remix of
Air's pre- Moon Safari
song "Le Solei es Pres
de Moi," which fused
the ethereal dreamy
Air sound with a
harder hip-hop elements, was absolutely
amazing. Similarly, Beck's Sex Kino remix of "Sexy
Boy" and the Moog Cookbook remix of "Kelly Watch
the Stars" were improvements from the originals.
Everybody Hertz (a play on the title of Air's most
recent album 10, 000hz Legend and the REM song) features remixes of "Don't Be Light," "How Does it Make
You Feel?" and "People in the City," along with a new
acoustic song "The Way You Look Tonight."
Adrian Sherwood's version of "How Does it Make
You Feel?" has a more laid-back and groovy cabana
motif. The Neptunes' revitalize the original version of
"Don't Be Light" with simple hip-hop beats.
The best remix, Jack Lahana's version of "People
in the City," should be renamed "Bitches in the City"
for aggressiveness and profanity. The song is upbeat,
with clapping hands and background vocals.
"The Way You Feel Tonight," though not electronic,
captures Air's Moon Safari tenderness and sincerity.
The album is good for die-hard Air fans (but how
many of those are there, really?), but rather useless for
those unfamiliar with 10,000hz Legend. GRADE: C

`Donnie Darko'
.ai
Like "Memento"
w.,w
and "Mulholland
DONNIE 13A104)
Drive," "Donnie
Darko" completely
turns upon itself at the
end, thus requiring at
least two viewings. So
be prepared for confusion and questions.
The movie is about
Donnie Darko, a high
school student with
"emotional problems"
who starts seeing and
INEll Till
egt
interacting with an
imaginary humansized bunny rabbit named Frank. With Frank's help,
Donnie begins to uncover the philosophies of time
travel, all while coping with the pains of adolescence.
Perhaps out of guilt for a limited release, this DVD
is loaded with about 20 deleted and extended scenes,
some of which better explain questions left at the end
of the film. The disc also includes an enlightening director commentary and a longer version of the "Cunning Visions" infomercials.
"Donnie Darko" is definitely worth checking out,
both because of the film's uniqueness and the quality
of the extras. GRADE: A
,

`Choke' gives a dark, but intriguing read
> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD
If you read the book "Fight Club" and enjoyed it, you'll
probably enjoy Chuck Palahniuk's newest book "Choke."
If, like me, you thought "Fight Club" was a great movie
but weren't really sure it would make a great read, skip the
ilook and hope someone makes a movie out of this one too.
I say this because "Choke" is much like Palahniuk's successful book-turned-movie. On the positive side, it is very
funny and unpredictable. On the negative side, it is overly complex and more than a little deranged.
Rather than a schizophrenic with an addiction to support
groups, a delusional girlfriend and a worldwide network of
Ontiestablishment terrorists, "Choke" centers around a
sexaholic with an identity complex, a delusional mother and a
worldwide network of people who have "saved" his life.
Confused? So was I.
"Choke" is the story of Victor Mancini, a young man who
is a self-described sexaholic. He attends a twelve step recovery program, not to get healthy, but rather to get ideas — and
rind women who are addicted to sex also. His best friend,
Denny, is another sexaholic — an obsessive masturbator —
trying to both kick his addiction and create something meaningful in his life.

Art Springs to Life
12TH STREET SERIES

Jack Dollhausen: A 30 Year Start
Organized by the Boise Art Museum

•

Delight in the lights, buzzes and beeps of
these sculptures. Each piece reacts differently
to motion, light and sound. Join us to discover
how the art reacts to you!
During your visit you can also enjoy
Geometric Abstraction, ARLticial Intelligence

and Pressed: The Lithograph.

Quake
Tuesday ,
April 3o
7:3o pm

ir

Listen to music while sitting amidst the art in the
exhibition Geometric Abstraction. The seven classical
musicians will explore connections between music
and painting while playing in the gallery.
Cost: $740 members / pio non-members

1123 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma Phone 253.272.4258 Web meet TacomaArtMuseum org

His day job is acting
at a historical period reenactment museum,
where if you're found
with anything modern
you have the choice of
being fired or being
locked up in the stocks
for two hours.
At night he goes to
restaurants and causes
himself to choke, making heroes and financial
supporters out of the
regular people who
F101 CIO:
"save" him. He does
this for two reasons, to
feel loved and to keep
his insane mother in her
nursing home.
His mother is an old-school anarchist who spent most of
his childhood either in jail or on the run while teaching him
how to really "see" the world. Needless to say most of what he
is now can be blamed on her one way or another. The woman
he "loves"— obsesses about — is the doctor trying to save his
mother from wasting away.
Still confused? Don't worry, so was I.
The complexity and convoluted nature of this book is both
its genius and downfall. The complex storyline keeps you wondering what will happen next and leaves you completely
amazed by the way it all ends up. Yet this same storyline doesn't
really let you care one way or another about any of the characters involved, meaning you wonder what will happen next but
you don't really care.
The convoluted plot makes for some truly funny chapters,
full of wit and cynicism. At the same time, the story as a whole
is really rather dumb. Any of the ideas alone would make a
book no one really wants to read, yet all together they have
almost the same effect.
For all of this, the book isn't impossible to enjoy. I'm not
sure I liked it, but I didn't dislike it. Those people who immediately loved the movie "fright Club" would love this piece of
work as well. Those who took a couple viewings to appreciate
"Fight Club" might feel more like I did.
Yet, if you like insanity and confusion, or you.simply want
to read something diff4rent than the ordinary comedy, drama
or nonfiction novel, giys"CholK.a try. It will confuse , you
but it won't disappoint.

(.7.ih

Palahniuk

0 A&E Writer Bette Muirhead is a sophomore majoring in biology.
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`Blade II' Soundtrack
ticitun
Like the "Spawn"
VMCV
soundtrack, "Blade II"
brings together techno
and rap artists to collaborate on genreblending songs.
The album combines 'the forces of
musicians such as the
Gorillaz and Redman,
Mystikal and Moby,
Ice Cube and Paul Oakenfold, and The Roots and BT.
The best track is Eve and Fatboy Slim's "Cowboy,"
with female gangsta-rap lyrics and heavy house beats.
"Gorillaz on my Mind" is a remix of "19/2000" with
voiceover and production by Redman. "Gangsta
Queens" is a remix of Groove Armada's "At the River"
with vocals by Trina and production by Rah-Digga.
Though these songs "inspired by 'Blade II'" may
be seen as blasphemous musical debasement by some,
they are worthwhile for experimentation. GRADE: B

0 Editor in Chief Jason Ronbeck hertz while watching
"Donnie Darko" and has Gorillaz on his mind.
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Crew sinks rival PLU, to be Meyer/Lamberth cup champions
> BY KEVIN FORD
UPS crew defeated rival PLU on April 20, taking seven
out of 10 events in the competition on American Lake.
The annual Meyer/Lamberth Cup crew races, which feature the Pacific Lutheran Lutes and the Puget Sound Loggers, is one of the longest-running team sport challenges in
the Northwest.
In 2001 the Loggers came away with wins in all but one
event, the Lamberth Cup for women. The return of the Meyer
Cup to UPS last season came after an eight-year PLU winning streak. The Lutes took the Lamberth in 2001 but the
Loggers earned back the cup April 20.
Both the men's varsity four and varsity eight beat the PLU
squads by six seconds. The only events UPS lost were the
light men's novice four, the women's varsity eight and the
women's varsity four.
The men's novice eight crossed the line a full minute before the PLU rowers did, and the women's four lost by just
one second.
The varsity women have been gaining ground on the competition lately, thanks to an unusual strategy.
With the women's novice team enjoying great success
against its competitors, head coach Michael Willy decided
to mix the best varsity rowers with the best novice rowers to
produce the fastest squad.
"We had a discussion about mixing the groups," Willy
said. "It was tough to convince some of the seniors to hand
over their positions to novice racers."
Several experienced rowers did have to sacrifice their
spots on the varsity crew, but it seems that the decision will
be beneficial to the team.
The group defeated the University of Washington earlier
in the season. Not only is UW Division I, but it is the defending national champion.
If the mixed squad can get some more experience together
on the water, the women may well end up in the national
competition.
The women finally have a postseason to shoot for, with
this being the first year that there will be an NCAA Division

DOWN THE HOME STRETCH — The UPS crew teams have only the Cascade Sprints left before the WIRA
championships in Sacramento. The men are looking to continue their successes of this season and repeat their
performance at the championships last season. The women, meanwhile, are looking to revenge their early season losses
against Willamette and PLU.

III national competition. The competition is attractive to UPS
because only six schools compete in the Pacific region.
The top school doesn't get an automatic berth, but the
Loggers still have a good shot at reaching the national competition that will take place in Indianapolis on May 31.
The main fight for the top spot is between UPS, PLU and
Willamette.
The PLU women narrowly beat UPS last weekend, but
the Loggers have been closing the gap on the Lutes with
each race. By combining the varsity squad with this year's
outstanding novice women, the team may have enough firepower to grab the top spot. Willamette defeated UPS earlier
in the year, but the conditions of that race were in Willamette's
favor.
The upcoming meet has a lot at stake. This weekend UPS
will find out if it can defeat Willamette and PLU in the Cas-

U.S. Open still not NWC Championship
> BY VIRGINIA PHILBROOK
Friday and Saturday, April 19 and 20, at
the Northwest Conference Women's Golf
Championship. This isn't some lame Pebble
Beach, Calif. This is none other than Sisters,
Ore.
Granted, there is no Tiger Woods playing
the 36 holes, but who needs him when there
are players like sophomore Jen Maynick and
senior Tyler Bruno, who tied for 19th place
with 206 strokes each?
Albeit the Northwest Conference is not
quite as prestigious as the U.S. Open, it is an
important end of the season tournament for
the University of Puget Sound women's golf
team.
The UPS team didn't win the championship, but they played a competitive game of
golf against seven Northwestern universities.
Ranking sixth overall, the Loggers played such
tough competition as Pacific Lutheran University and Lewis and Clark College. Linfield
College, the winning team, was slightly under 200 strokes ahead of the Puget Sound team,
with their players nabbing 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th places.
While some of the players were not very
happy with their performance at the tournament, the majority seemed to play better as
they got more comfortable with the tournament setting: half of the team lowered their
scores from Friday to Saturday.
One problem that has hindered the
women's golf team this year is that while the
team is not young, this is the first year of playing varsity golf for the team for half of the
players. There were no freshmen on the team
this year. The Loggers will, however, face a
very young team next year, as three of the six
varsity players are graduating seniors Megan
Mooney, Jillian Putnam and Bruno.
"I plan to play again next season, and my
hope for next season is that we can get an-

other full team to come out and play to go
to tournaments to get a whole team score,"
Maynick said.
The men will finish out their season with
the Northwest Conference Championship
April 23 and 24 in Blue River Oregon.
0 Sports writer Virginia Philbrook is a
freshman with a FLIA major.

COMING NEXT WEEK:

Logger men win first-ever
Northwest Conference Golf
Championship, defeating PLU
by a healthy nine strokes.
Count on the Sports staff for indepth coverage.

cade Sprints on April 27.
It will be interesting to see if the women can get a good
start, put together a clean race and win the competition.
To prepare for the run through end of the season, the team
will have short but intense practices.
"We'll pick up a few seconds in the next two weeks,"
Willy said. "We've had some slow starts, but if we can improve those then we'll get faster times."
The women aren't the only ones with high goals. The varsity men's eight swept the Northwest Conference and took
first in regional competition last year, and they look to do
the same in the 2002 competition.
The Cascade Sprints competition is the last race before
the WIRA Championships May 4-5 in Sacramento, Calif.
0 Sports Writer Kevin Ford is a freshman with an undecided
major.

Hawks' woes continue with shoddy drafting
>BY TYLER ROUSH
When the Seattle
Seahawks won the
AFC West in 1999,
souvenir companies
went into a frenzy,
printing "Division
Champs" T-shirts and
caps for the veritable
horde of fans demanding their very own
Seahawks ensemble.
You could purchase
the tasteful articles for 10 bucks at Walmarts
and Safeways across the Northwest.
No, I did not indulge.
But had one of the 100 percent cotton tees
found it's way into my hands, I might be
tempted to make an amendment to the "Team

infield
fly rule

Pride" message emblazoned across my chest,
perhaps something along the lines of: "I supported Seattle's hiring of Mike Holmgren, and
all I got was this lousy shirt."
Yes, when Seahawks management in 1999
gave Holmgren $32 million over eight years
to serve as coach and — perhaps because he'd
always enjoyed fantasy football, and wanted
a taste of the real thing — general manager of
the Seattle Seahawks, a procession of literally
dozens of Seahawks fans shouted in unison,
"Super Bowl by 2002!"
Alas, Holmgren might have been better
served sticking to his rotisserie league.
Indeed, since Holmgren's inaugural season
at the helm of the mighty Seahawks, when they
backed their way into the playoffs by following an 8-2 start with a 1-5 implosion, Seattle

Please see STEVENS, page 15

Logger of the Week
Travis Allen
Kent, Nash.

Year: Senior
Allen placed fourth at the NWC
championship and helped lead
UPS to the NWC title. He was
also named to the All-Conference
team the past two seasons.

men's golf
"The conference tournament
victory reflected the work ethic and
determination of the team.
Taking the title from the Lutes
wasn't a bad way to end either."
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Track set for NWC championships
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
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Excitement is building around the
UPS track team as the NWC championships approach.
The team has spent the whole season
preparing for the conference championships, which will be held on April 26 and
27, and many on the team are just hitting
their stride.
As Head Coach Mike Orechia put it,
"You gear (the whole season) toward
conference."
That doesn't imply that the rest of the
season leading up to this weekend is
meaningless, but it does have a bit of a
pre-season feeling to it because of the
athletes' desire to qualify for and perform
well at the championships.
At the Spike Arlt Invitational, hosted
by Central Washington University on
April 20, many of the Loggers showed
the benefits of following this strategy by
posting season and personal bests.
"Pretty much everybody had good
seasonal bests," Orechia said.
As a further example of how well the
team has executed this plan, Orechia and
his staff are sending 11 women and nine
men to the NWC championships.
"I was very impressed by how well
the athletes on the team performed individually," junior sprinter Liz Brown said.
"Our team has a lot of talent, and it
showed this past weekend in
Ellensburg."
Among the top performers were junior Ben Kevan in the 800m, freshman
Danny Hervol in the javelin, Brown in
the 100m and freshman Katie Heaton in
the pole vault.
As fellow freshman pole-vaulter Liz
Kajko described her performance, "(She)
did awesome! It was exciting watching
her as she kept clearing higher and higher
heights."
Hervol's performance qualified him
for the NWC championships, which is
even more impressive considering that
the invitational was only his second meet

after having knee surgery before Spring
Break. After another week of practice to
further hone his form he should be in an
even better position to be competitive at
the championships this weekend.
Junior Liz Brown, another NWC
qualifier, is also on the mend after battling minor knee and shin problems this
season. Brown competed in track during
high school but didn't go out for her first
two years at UPS. She decided to try out
for track her junior year, and she is enjoying the experience more than ever before.
"I'm finally getting back into the flow
of competing after (the) two-year break
from track after high school. I'm excited!" Brown said.
"We've had to deal with injuries and
things that are out of our control, but the
kids here are doing their best," Orechia
said about the trials that his team has
faced this year. "You just have to focus
on improving."
Orechia's team is young, and many
of the women heading to compete in the
championships are freshmen and sophomores, but they have definitely improved
and he is confident that his team will be
prepared after competing against many
DI and DII teams this season.
"It will be an event to compete against
other athletes in our own conference, especially since we've been competing
against Division I and II schools all season," Brown said.
The NWC championship meet will
take place at Whitworth this Friday and
Saturday.
The National Championship meet
will be held at Macalester College in
Saint Paul, Minn., on May 23-25.
"We're just going to go in (to the
NWC championships) and mix it up and
see what happens," Orechia said of the
upcoming championships. "We'll see
how it plays out this weekend."
0 Assistant Sports Editor Doug Sprague
is a freshman double majoring in communication and religion.

z STEVENS: Another Holmgren mistake?

Yankees: You can't help but hate 'em
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
I want to like the New
York Yankees. Really, I do.
As a fan of the Chicago Cubs
(a team cursed to forever
come up just short) and the
Colorado Rockies (a club
seemingly destined to eternal
mediocrity) I want to root for
a perennial winner. I just
can't bring myself to root for
the Yankees, though.
In terms of their on-field play, New York should
be every fan's favorite team. They are unselfish,
willing to sacrifice for their teammates, fundamentally sound, talented and, generally, classy. They take
the extra base, they work the count and they hit the
cut-off man. In short, they are the ultimate embodiment of the team concept.
They have a roster filled with some of the best
players in baseball: Derek Jeter, Jason Giambi,
Roger Clemens, Mike Mussina, Mariano Rivera.
With all these big names, you would expect there to
be more whining than in a kindergarten classroom
before naptime. There isn't, though, for two reasons. The Bronx Bombers are a veteran team that
cares only about winning, and in Joe Tone they have
arguably the best manager in baseball. I make. this
last concession begrudgingly, as I never want to extol any ex-Cardinal.
The Yankees are also fun to watch. Not only do
they have superstars like Jeter to pull off the "how
the hell did he do that?" plays, but they are almost
all fundamentally sound and know how to play the
game. And their pitching staff is the envy of every
team this side of Oakland.
As good as they are in the regular season, the
Yankees really shine in the post season. When September and October roll around, only a Yankee miscue can prevent them from claiming another World
Series title (witness Rivera's uncharacteristic blown
save in last season's Series). Simply put, the Yankees are the best clutch team ever.
So with all of these positive qualities, how can I
still say that the Yankees are the manifestation of
all that is wrong with baseball?
Simple: it all comes down to money. The Yankees have an apparently endless supply of money,
while every other team struggles to find the funds
just to compete. Maybe for Yankee owner George

corner
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Steinbrenner money does grow on trees.
For example, New York's total team payroll is almost $126 million. There are only three other teams
with payrolls over $100 million, and the second place
Red Sox are more than $17 million behind the
Bomber's total. Not only is that not fair, it's not good
for baseball.
This monetary advantage allows Steinbrenner to
target a player he wants and then go out and outbid all
other teams without thinking twice. The list of stars
the Yankees have bought is incredible: Mussina,
Clemens, Rondell White, Jose Canseco and Orlando
Hernandez, just to name a few.
Giambi, though, is the perfect example of the power
that Steinbrenner's money and the Yankee Mystique
have in luring players to the Bronx.
As an Oakland A, Giambi was the antithesis of all
that was New York. He had long hair, a goatee and
numerous tattoos. He rode his Harley everywhere,
liked his music loud and hard, was free-spirited and
wouldn't change for anybody. He was the anti-Yankee player, playing on the anti-Yankee team.
Then free agency struck, and the Yankees came
calling. After two years of battling and bad-mouthing
the Yankees in the playoffs, Giambi did the unthinkable. He ditched his loyalty to the lovable A's, accepted
Steinbrenner's money and took his American League
MVP award to New York. Even worse, he cut his hair,
shaved the goatee, turned down the music and contained his free spirit.
This isn't just Benedict Arnold switching to the
British side. This is like JFK being on the brink of
conquering the Russians and then becoming their president. It's unfathomable.
You may say this is a good thing. That Giambi has
finally realized the sacrifices that have to be made to
win a championship. I might agree with you if the A's
were an aging one-time wonder, but they're not. They
are a young, highly talented team blessed with three
of the best pitchers in baseball. They have come within
a game of beating the Yankees both of the past two
post seasons, and even without Giambi they're poised
to challenge them again this year.
So what was the deciding factor in the deal? Money.
It wasn't the Yankees tradition or their players. It was
money, pure and simple.
Don't hate the way the Yankees play, or their players. Hate them instead for the money that allows them
to buy their way to the top.
0 Assistant Sports Editor Doug Sprague is a freshman
double majoring in religion and communication.
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Continued from page 14
hasn't made much noise in the NFL.
And with the work of utter debauchery that was Seattle's 2002 draft, the
Seahawks still ain't goin' nowhere.
Take their first-round pick, Washington tight end Jerramy Stevens. His career college statistics: 82 receptions,
1,062 yards and nine touchdowns in three
injury-plagued seasons. Fortunately,
Stevens' somewhat lackluster on-thefield numbers are bolstered by stellar accomplishments off the field. His rapsheet: assault charges, probation violation, sexual assault charges, reckless
driving and leaving the scene of an accident (the latter two coming after the brilliant Stevens drove his truck into a re-

tirement home).
Of course, some noted headcases
have still managed impressive NFL careers (see Moss, Randy and Owens,
Terrell). Unfortunately, neither of them
happens to play tight end, a position
which demands solid, fundamental play.
Stevens will be counted on to do both
pass- and run-blocking, run crisp routes,
act as a safety valve when quarterback
Trent Dilfer comes under pressure and
make himself a receiving threat in shortyardage and goal line situations.
And unless Stevens shows proficiency in each of the above duties, those
"1999 Division Champs" shirts will go
quickly out of style.

Fight Communism!

0 Sports Editor Tyler Roush can't stop
the rock.
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Read Poetry!
What: UPS Poetry Reading
(hosted by Eng. 203B)
When: Wed., May 1, at 3 p.m.
Where: Point Defiance Park at
Owen Beach
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`see you, space cowboy

04.26.02

Boss unimpressed with
employees cubicle decor; 'troll
pencil holder acceptable, but I
draw the line at Big Mouth
Billy Bass'
—page 13

agerl; advice
The Kombat Zone's
favorite fortunes
BACK FOR SECONDS!

Your very existence
is humorous to God/
others.
Give up, you're just
a wanker.
You will feel a great
deal of shame. I imagine
it will come some time
after your mother kicks

kombat
briefs
Third floor Harrington Freshman says
"I'm High on Life"; beaten severely
about the face by basement of residence hall.
Josh Bixby, a freshman on the Healthy Options floor of
Harrington Hall, was discharged from First Methodist Hospital with a fractured mandible and a swollen eye this morning.
Yesterday Bixby was heard remarking, "I'm high on life!" A
group of Harrington Basement residents quickly ascended to
the sterile lounge and proceeded to beat Bixby about the head,
neck, throat and wrist area. The naive student's cries for help
were met with mockery by the quickly gathering crowd, and
tears by the other Healthy Options residents burrowed in their
rooms. Feeble kicks and nervous laughter were given by a
group of cotton-mouthed students who interrupted their potato chip binge to join in on the beating. Onlookers provided
typically philosophical observations while watching: "The only
thing possibly more annoying than that 'High on life' phrase
is that I left my camera in my room," Kelly Rouse said. Bixby's
mass abuse ended only when another Healthy Options resident accidentally said, "My anti-drug is swimming!"

P. Diddy and Usher still
need a girl to be their wife,
still need a girl in their life
— page

Guy with great tan confused with
minority, gets scholarships.
Sophomore James Rasmussen of Ames, Iowa, was awarded
a full ride to the University of Puget Sound for his junior year
despite a 2.1 GPA and an almost upsetting aversion to class
attendance. Rasmussen prefers instead to focus on "my tan,
which is getting nice and even. I got my base coating a few
weeks ago, and now my bronzing is getting nice and dark." It
was after this melatonin roasting that a surprising phone call
came. "It was Dean Bartanen, and she was congratulating me
for something. At first, I thought I was being expelled, but
when she said like, 'You and your culture are invaluable to the
campus community,' that I realized she thought I was Asian or
something." At the Dean's insistence, Rasmussen has formed
the Ceylonese Student Union; despite flagging membership,
the club has received $5,000 from ASUPS for general purposes. In an e-mail response to the Combat Zone, President
Susan Resneck Pierce said she will do "whatever is necessary
to keep Mr. Rasmussen and those like him on campus. The
abusive use of donor funding is worth our minority student
percentage increase in U.S. News & World Report."
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In other news
A confused President Bush bombs "the Taliban stronghold
of" Toronto. After meek deliberation, Canada forgives the
United States and asks that we please think twice before bombing again. The President is seeking remedial geography classes
at Washington's Fillmore Elementary.

you in the testicles.
The scope of your
knowledge is somewhat
-'

intangible.
Your fat.
You have many
things to be proud of.
Just not that trick you
can do with your kneecaps.

STRAIGHT FROM THE
MOUTH OF THE HATCHET:
A G-flat? Incredible!

The Kombat Zone is intended as a SAIIICAL WOE and, as such, has been physically set apart from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by
the Kombat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Trail, ASUPS, extra-extra spicy chicken or the University of Puget Sound. But they should.
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